
TEACHER'S GUIDE



The exercise booklet PENCIL IN POCKET focuses on drawing.  

The exercises have been developed in connection with the 

project TRAVELLING WITH ART, a learning project for asylum-

seeking children and young people at the Louisiana Museum, 

supported by the Ole Kirk Foundation and the  

Knud Højgaard Foundation. The basic idea of the project is to 

invite the young people to participate in a collective exploration 

of the art in the museum and to work creatively, inspired by 

the methods and themes of art. The aim is to create spaces for 

experiences that open up the world of art and as far as possible 

involve the children and young people’s own experiences. The 

pupils participate in learning programmes lasting 3-5 weeks, 

in which museum visits alternate with exercises that can be 

done at school. Since the linguistic challenges may be great for 

this target group, we use drawing among other strategies as a 

method of exploring and interpreting  the world. At the museum 

the pupils have a logbook where the drawings can be gathered. 

It was the observation that the younger refugee children drew on 

their own initiative at the museum that inspired us to cultivate 

drawing as a strand in our learning process. 

INTRODUCTION 

This booklet is for you if you would like to use the activities 

we call PENCIL IN POCKET. It introduces the ideas behind the 

various exercises. 



DRAWING METHODS
 
The drawing exercises in this booklet are not meant to teach 

drawing skills in the classic sense. Instead drawing is a tool for 

initiating new ways of seeing and constructing the world. When 

you draw it is necessary to ‘SEE IN DEPTH’. Drawing inspires 

you both to see connections and to create your own new ones. 

Introducing the young people to drawing as a fun (social) activity 

that could perhaps boost their self-confidence and desire to get 

started is the fundamental idea behind many of the exercises. 

The long, unbroken line that winds around the contours of what 

we see often plays a major role for the drawing experiments in 

the project. Methodically the line functions as an obstacle that 

tones down performance anxiety and emphasizes that it can be 

fun to draw, even if the result is not ‘perfect’.

YOU DRAW FIRST!

In the teaching it is important that as the teacher, volunteer, 

parent or supervisor you first show quite specifically how each 

drawing exercise can be done. Stand before the pupils and 

draw what you see: show them that you can turn the paper and 

move things around in your drawing when you ‘walk the line’. For 

example by drawing the most important thing in the space where 

you are in one long line. Through your example you emphasize 

that drawings do not need to take a long time or be perfect to be 

useful for something. Show the pupils through demonstration, 

modelling, gesturing and explanation (if needed) how they can 

draw something easily that might otherwise be very complicated. 

THE OBSTACLE CREATES FREEDOM!



WHO CAN USE THE EXERCISES? 

Although the exercises in this booklet have been developed for 

a learning context in a museum, you can use them anywhere. It 

doesn’t take a lot of equipment to start drawing: JUST A PENCIL 

AND SOME PAPER. There are examples of more complicated 

exercises in the booklet, but as the title PENCIL IN POCKET 

implies, the exercises are very much intended as ‘drawing to go’. 

If you are a teacher, you can use them as a tool in your teaching; 

if you are a parent, as an idea for drawing activities you can share 

with your children. But you can also use them yourself if you 

would like to practice drawing in other ways. 

The pupils who have visited Louisiana in the project period have 

been between 7 and 18 years old. The exercises can be done 

by all age groups, but of course you can adjust their degree of 

difficulty so they fit the particular children and young people  

you know. There are 11 drawing exercises in all. Some are  

very simple, for example the exercises ANIMAL LOTTERY  

and HAND DRAWING. Others are more demanding, like  

NATURE'S SECRET INGREDIENTS. 

At a more general level the exercises progress from drawing 

exercises that depict something you can see directly to 

something ‘inner’. What you see may be as close up as a hand or 

farther off like the horizon. Besides the drawing exercises the 

booklet includes two exercises in which drawing does not play 

the main role. These are the kite exercise DRAW ON THE SKY and 

the collage exercise BARK STORIES. 



This exercise gives you the opportunity to think and talk about 

WHAT IS IMPORTANT TO YOU, and to share this with others. That 

is why the exercise strengthens the children’s knowledge of one 

another and not only gives them the opportunity to share what 

is difficult – for example missing their families – but also what 

they like about their home countries: the landscape, the food – 

and of course their interests; the pleasure of sport, music and 

the heroes of popular culture. Interests which in future can pave 

the way for new relations and friendships. 

ABOUT THE EXERCISE: 

DRAW THE ESSENTIALS

The exercise is often the starting point for the longer-lasting 

learning processes at the museum. Depending on the pupils’ 

age, the things they choose to draw vary. While drawings of cars 

and teddy bears predominate among the youngest aged 7-8, 

the middle group aged 11-13 are interested in the flags of their 

home countries, their bicycles, and pop or football heroes like 

Zlatan or Messi from global popular culture. Among the young 

unaccompanied refugees there are many drawings of mobile 

phones as a way of keeping up contact with family and friends. 

But their drawings also include books, favourite films, footballs, 

religious symbols, diamonds as symbols of wealth, light as  

a symbol of hope, or flowers as an expression of happiness  

and beauty. 

The introductory drawings will be a first reflection on what is 

important, especially in relation to our individual histories. 

Drawing is used as a means of considering what was important 

before and what is important now. This process makes the 

DRAWINGS A PEDAGOGICAL TOOL to which one can return and use 

as a shared reference in other exercises.



Drawings also demonstrate that THINGS CAN BEAR MEANINGS 

that extend beyond the things themselves: a bracelet is not just 

a bracelet, if it was given to you by your sister. A cross can say 

something important about your identity and self-perception. A 

VHS tape of The Lion King is not necessary a random Disney film, 

it may be the only object you have left from your childhood. 

The introductory drawings build a bridge to the space of the 

museum and may inspire pupils to reflect on what a museum is. 

After all, just like the children’s drawings, a museum consists of 

things to which we assign meaning. Things we arrange so that 

various narratives that we can share arise. 



ABOUT THE EXERCISE:

ANIMAL LOTTERY

The object of this exercise is to make drawing a FUN SOCIAL 

ACTIVITY. At Louisiana for example you can use the exercise as 

a starting point for finding sculptures in the park with animal 

forms, by artists like Max Ernst or Henry Heerup. For example, 

take photographs of a frog, a tortoise, an eagle, a ram with you 

into the park and use them as a starting point for a ‘treasure 

hunt’ in which the animal forms are matched to artworks. Once 

you have found the sculptures, you can draw sketches of them 

and investigate how the artists have singled out the main 

characteristics of the animals. You can set the sketches up 

around the sculptures in a little improvised open-air gallery.  

In the classroom the exercise can be used as an introduction to 

working with an animal theme or with animals from a specific 

geographical area, for example the Arctic, Denmark or some of 

the countries that the children come from. 

DRAW YOUR WAY INTO THE SUBJECT 

The fundamental principle of using pictures as a point of 

departure for working with a subject – choosing a picture, 

drawing it and afterwards linking the picture with something 

you see in reality – can of course be used as an introduction to 

all sorts of themes. The advantage of this approach is that when 

you draw something, you are already homing in on details and 

totalities, and are occupied with creating your own image  

of the subject. 



ABOUT THE EXERCISE:

DRAW ON YOUR BODY

The tattooing exercise provides a good jumping-off point for 

talking about things that are MEANINGFUL TO THE INDIVIDUAL. 

The exercise trains children and young people to think in terms 

of symbols and gives them the opportunity to share fascinations 

and values. Since tattoos are a kind of coding of the body where 

images are used to convey messages, they make a good basis for 

working with art and its symbols.

Among the young refugees the tattoos consist of crosses, 

flowers, hearts, a pair of boxing gloves and an apple as a symbol 

of knowledge. With these motifs in mind it is easier to move on 

to work with paintings, collages or architectural models that 

examine identity and values. The exercise plays well together 

with the exercise NATURE'S SECRET INGREDIENTS, because 

with this exercise you also practice thinking and drawing  

with symbols.



ABOUT THE EXERCISE:

SURROUND DRAWING

The project TRAVELLING WITH ART is about space – being 

together in the space of art and using it as a sphere for reflection 

and experience. This is why many of the exercises are also about 

exploring the meaning of spaces and places. For example, by 

thinking about the places that mean something to you and 

how the meaning of a place can be represented in pictures and 

models. At Louisiana we use art as an inspiration for seeing how 

we ourselves can expand space – practically and metaphorically. 

THE RECEIPT ROLL EXERCISE – inspired by the English artist 

DAVID HOCKNEY'S many years of exploring multiperspectival 

picture space – is meant precisely as an exercise that inspires 

you to unfold – and fold – space in new ways; to think about 

how you can fold several periods of time and many experiences 

into the pictures, which are not meant to look like reality as it is 

reproduced in classic paintings, but reality as we experience it – 

that is, where several points of view and events exist side by side 

and at the same time. 

Drawing the horizon on a receipt roll (a long, narrow strip of 

paper) is challenging. The result may look like a film. It is time 

travel with the pencil, which can in principle be done anywhere, 

and which can also be done as ‘relay drawing’ in stages as the 

pencil is passed on to the next drawer on the team. This can be 

used on the bus, for example, on the way to or from the museum. 



360-DEGREE PORTRAITS

In the project we work further to expand space in collage 

exercises inspired by David Hockney’s JOINERS, in which several 

photos are joined together in a multiperspectival interpretation 

of reality. The young people photograph one another from 

different angles, zoom in and out and cut the photographs into 

squares that they finally assemble in jigsaw-puzzle-like self-

portraits. The result is some surprising 360-degree collages 

where the world around the person portrayed ‘breaks into’ the 

representation of the figure. It is permissible to borrow pictorial 

DNA from one another and to supplement your own portrait with 

pictorial elements from your friends’ portraits.



ABOUT THE EXERCISE:

MY OWN DOOR 

The collage exercise MY OWN DOOR permits at least two things: 

first, thinking about the fact that doors do not have to be 

physical doors, that ARTWORKS can also function as a kind of 

doors: ENTRANCEWAYS TO OTHER WORLDS. Secondly – and more 

specifically – the exercise is a really good cue for talking about 

identity, because it combines ‘harmless’ elements like your name 

and your favourite colour with more personal reflections on 

items and places meaningful to the individual. 

In the project we often use this exercise early in the process, 

both because it strengthens our knowledge of one another, and 

because the collages can be used afterwards in other exercises 

where, copied and scaled down in size, they function as elements 

in architectural models. 

Turning the focus on the door as a symbol is of course also about 

the fact that the door is in many ways a relevant symbol for 

asylum-seekers, who are in fact living in transit, but are hoping 

for a new life in Denmark. The exercise is easy to do, but can still 

express complex interpretations of the young people’s situation. 

Visually, extra material in the form of copies of various kinds 

of landscape, or photos of the pupils themselves, strengthen 

the exercise. It gives the young people the opportunity quite 

specifically to get themselves into the picture and depict 

different worlds at the same time; for example by morphing the 

doors and the surroundings at Louisiana together with a place 

that reminds them of their own country; or enabling them to talk 

about a place where they would like to be in the future. One of 

the young pupils for example used HENRI LAUREN'S sculpture of a 

standing nude woman in the museum park in an interpretation of 

the Statue of Liberty as the threshold to a new life in the  

West/the USA. 



ABOUT THE EXERCISE:

HAND DRAWING

The exercise is about drawing and seeing, and using what is right 

there at hand to draw from. It forces the pupils to abandon the 

dream of ‘the perfect drawing’, and instead plunge into drawing 

as A METHOD OF SEEING IN DEPTH. It shows how many different 

forms, lines and strokes are present in something as ordinary as 

a hand. And at the same time the ‘X-ray gaze’ at the pupils’ hands 

gives the pupils a specific picture of the individual and unique in 

every single human being. 

In the project we all draw on a long roll of paper so we can 

compare the different hands and modes of expression. When 

the pupils use different colours the result is impressive, almost 

like a modern cave painting. In the end you can experiment with 

linking some of the different hands through symbols. What holds 

us together? Here the pupils collaborate in pairs with the pupil 

beside them. 

THE EXERCISE IS INSPIRED BY BETTY EDWARDS'  

“DRAWING ON THE RIGHT SIDE OF THE BRAIN", 1990



ABOUT THE EXERCISE:

DRAW MORE OF THE STORY

In TRAVELLING WITH ART we use photos of nature paintings 

from the Internet printed in A3 format as a starting point for the 

transformations or modifications of the picture. It is fun to see 

how many different interpretations can arise from the same 

basic picture. The expression varies a lot: from quite abstract 

interpretations of the landscape to subjects that build further 

on the symbolism of nature, with swaying trees as a symbol of 

human life, and to drawings of people and animals inspired by 

their home country. The new interpretation of the landscape 

prompts some of them to talk about personal experiences, while 

the landscape subjects offer others free scope to create and 

improvise new stories.  

In the teaching situation you can also use the exercise to support 

the understanding that artists do not create from nothing, but 

are inspired by earlier works; and you can expand the exercise so 

that the modifications also include portraits, and for example let 

the pupils do reinterpretations of their own school portraits. 

The aim of this exercise is to stimulate the pupils to make 

up more of the narrative of a given picture, and through their 

adjustments and reinterpretations to have a chance to make the 

subject their own. For many of them it is easier to make a picture 

when some of the story is already given, rather than to start from 

scratch by making it all up for themselves. The method is A KIND 

OF VISUAL 'MAKE-OVER', where the pupils explore what has to 

be adjusted to create a new, exciting form of expression. At a 

general level it is also about understanding that a (basic) picture 

can be changed. It is possible to change the setting, not only for 

the action of the picture but perhaps also in the understanding 

of life in general. 



At Louisiana we often use this as a summarizing exercise 

after a walk around the Sculpture Park, where for example we 

explore sculptures with animal forms, of which the children 

draw sketches. It is easier for the small children to remember 

and reproduce the experience in the park in one long line once 

they have already drawn the individual elements and know 

the sculptures. The result can easily end up looking like a 

treasure map that reminds the children of the most important 

stages along the way. But the exercise can also be done as 

an introductory exercise that helps the pupils to drop their 

inhibitions and get started, for example by gathering in a drawing 

the most important elements from the space they are in now. It 

could be in a park, an urban space or a school playground. 

You can also experiment with placing the exercise in a wider 

temporal context so the pupils draw their whole day in line form: 

from the time when they get up, go to school / to the museum 

and until now. Afterwards you can compare the drawings and 

talk about differences and similarities, for example between 

what we do in the course of a day and what we remember. 

ABOUT THE EXERCISE: 

WALK THE LINE

This exercise is about thinking, remembering and drawing, and 

through drawing creating new connections among the things 

you have experienced. The exercise involves time in the drawing 

and thus trains abstract thinking, for how can you create 

connections among things that are separated in time? THE LONG 

UNINTERRUPTED LINE functions as a positive obstacle in our 

drawing experiments. In this case it helps the pupils to make 

connections among the things they can see, and at the same 

time prevents performance anxiety – after all, it is so clear that 

the drawing is not supposed to look like a photograph.  



ABOUT THE EXERCISE: 

DRAWING WITH WIRE
 

IT'S FUN TO DRAW YOURSELF IN 3D. The exercise requires the 

pupils to think of drawing in both spatial and abstract terms, 

and at the same time to reflect over which particular symbols 

they can use to show that the quivering wire portrait specifically 

shows them. Depending on the size, the airy portraits can 

be exhibited in the pupils’ mini-museums or combined and 

photographed in a collective humorous portrait gallery. The 

exercise works fine as an extension of the exercise SURROUND 

DRAWING, which captures the space around you in the lines of 

the drawing. 

The exercise is inspired by the American artist ALEXANDER 

CALDER'S FANTASTIC WIRE FIGURES. Calder, who was among 

other things fascinated by rendering motion, made both portraits 

and mini-circus figures in wire. In the teaching you could show 

examples of Calder’s wire portraits and a film clip of his circus 

before you start on the work. (Search for Alexander Calder Circus, 

for example on Youtube).



In the project with the refugee children we use the exercise to 

explore the path from naturalism to abstraction. The ‘warm-up’ is 

HILMA AF KLINT'S (1862-1944) paintings, which themselves use 

the forms of nature as a point of departure for geometrical and 

spiritual compositions, just as MONDRIAN and MALEVICH did at 

the beginning of the 20th century.

ABOUT THE EXERCISE:

NATURE'S SECRET INGREDIENTS

This exercise is about understanding the geometry and structure 

of nature and seeing that it consists of many different forms that 

can inspire both naturalistic and geometrical images  

and patterns. 

It is about both SEEING AND THINKING. The pencil is used as an 

analytical tool when the pupils move from observation drawing 

through automatic drawing and simple forms cut from paper to 

a geometrical interpretation that is based on their sense of the 

essence of the plant. The aim is to work with various kinds of 

drawn analyses of an object, for example a plant, implemented 

as a journey from the exterior that we see to the interior that we 

only sense. The exercise, which is about seeing the same thing 

in different ways, also shows that it is not so easy to make an 

abstract composition that is in balance.





Side by side we draw the ferns on long paper rolls to emphasize 

that we are engaged in a collective PROCESS OF EXPLORATION. 

The many collective drawings make it easier for the pupils to 

see and be inspired by how those working beside them interpret 

the same object. Especially the last stage, the diagram, is 

challenging, because it is so abstract. In this case it is good to 

have some concrete examples to fall back on and to emphasize 

how differently it can be done. The exercise throws many of the 

pupils in at the deep end – as it would do with most people. 

For how often do we actually think about how a seashell or a 

plant is built up? Or what geometries lie hidden beneath the 

surface? At a general level the exercise inspires the pupils to talk 

about essence, for example in the form of geometrical figures 

– rectangles, triangles, circles. Precisely because the exercise 

is so demanding, it also gives a lot back to the pupils, and many 

of them are proud of the final results. The exercise is a good cue 

for talking about taste and views of art – what do we like best, 

realism or abstraction? Why? Which of the drawings look most 

interesting? And which were easiest to draw? If we were artists, 

what would be the most important thing for art to be about? 



ABOUT THE EXERCISE:

MINI-MUSEUM 
– AN IMPRESSION OF THE WORLD!

THE JOURNEY OF EXPLORATION is the overall theme for the 

learning process at the museum, and the mini-museum exercise 

is about just that: opening the eyes of the pupils to the fact that 

the world is full of hidden patterns, images and stories that you 

can borrow, sample and use to shape your own world. It invites 

the pupils to play at being searchers or ethnographers looking for 

hidden patterns in the surrounding area. 

The mini-museum functions as a 3D extension of the collage 

exercise MY OWN DOOR, which links an identity aspect – name, 

favourite colour and a personal symbol – with a photograph of 

a door that the pupils find and photograph at Louisiana. But at 

the same time the mini-museum exercise is easier to get into, 

because the creative work begins with the world around you 

rather than with the individual’s emotions and interests. This 

also means that the exercise does not need much talk, a great 

advantage with this target group. Instead we start by doing 

things: making rubbings of leaves and bark, using our eyes and 

hands, and seeing what happens when the new images appear 

on the paper. And no one needs to be a drawing enthusiast to get 

a good result.

For the youngest pupils it is a great experience to know that they 

can make an impression of the world around them with just a 

sheet of paper and a crayon. They gather material in small home-

made books of A5 sheets stapled together under the headings 

STONE, TREE and LEAF. The booklets function as a small image 

bank through which the children can browse when they later 

reach for the scissors to cut out pictures for the collage. 



Many of the youngest children supplement the rubbings with 

the stones and leaves they have collected and put in the mini-

museum, and add pictures of themselves and their friends in 

front of their favourite sculptures in the park. The older pupils 

make fantastic photo-collages in the mini-museums which 

combine many of the exercises and works they have experienced. 

In this way their mini-museums come to function as A KIND 

OF 3D VERSION OF THE LOGBOOK, which gathers parts of the 

educational process in a spatial staging. 

For the young people the social aspect of designing the mini-

museums is also important. In the course of the work the pupils 

get good ideas from looking at one another’s museums and  

they have the chance to incorporate their friends in new, 

humorous contexts. 



ABOUT THE EXERCISE: 

BARK STORIES

For the refugee children AI WEIWEI'S trees took on a special 

meaning. They were very taken by the fact that the trees could 

travel all around the world even though Ai Weiwei himself could 

not leave China. In addition it was difficult to imagine how the 

huge trees had come in through the doors of the museum. Who 

had assembled them, and how had the trees got there at all?

This fruitful sense of wonder, which in some cases also seems to 

involve an IDENTIFICATION WITH THE MAGICAL TREES, was a good 

starting point for talking about art as an international space that 

is not tied to national boundaries. And of course also about all 

the things you can say with trees. There are many stories all over 

the world in which trees play an important role. Just think of the 

tree in Hans Christian Andersen’s The Tinder-Box – a tale one of 

the children knew. 

In connection with a learning process it is a good idea to work in 

twos and threes on each collage, so that the fairytale tree can be 

really big and impressive. But first the pupils have to go hunting 

for photogenic trees in the local area and zoom in on the details 

of the bark so they get some photographic material  

to work with. 

The collage exercise has great potential. In fact several of the 

young people singled out the exercise as particularly good 

because the collages ended up “looking like art”. The exercise 

can be combined, for example, with working with genealogies, so 

that the associations between roots, trees, descent and family 

are underscored. And afterwards the collages can be used as a 

basis for talking about the history of one’s ‘own tree’.



A COLLAGE MADE BY SOME OF THE PUPILS AT LOUISIANA





ABOUT THE EXERCISE:

DRAW ON THE SKY

The exercise starts with what the pupils are good at, and uses 

it as a basis for a fun social activity. In the project the idea of 

kites arose because several of the young people came from 

Afghanistan and wanted to teach their friends to make kites 

the way they did in their home country. It was fun for the young 

people to take on the role as teacher, and the exercise gave them 

the opportunity to STEP OUT OF THEIR IDENTITY as refugees/

schoolchildren and instead BECOME THE EXPERTS for a while. 

The art on the kites emphasized of course that we were in an 

art museum, but the exercise also gave the pupils the chance 

to make the kites more personal. Two of the young people, who 

had spent time in Paris before they came to Denmark, chose to 

decorate their collective kite with a picture of the Mona Lisa and 

the Eiffel Tower, while most others chose simple symbols like 

eyes, hearts, smileys, the names of their teachers and friends, or 

a drawing of a school, because “education is important.”

In the teaching you can of course also work with kites. But you 

might also consider using the method rather than the content, 

and think about whether there is something your pupils are 

particularly good at or particularly like to do – and which they 

can teach their friends? Dancing, games, drawing, cross-country 

running? Together with the pupils you might consider how you 

can link an extra creative element with the exercise, so that each 

pupil has the opportunity to give the exercise a personal touch. 

Perhaps the pupils, with the aid of drawing or photography, 

can give their individual interpretations of what they are being 

taught. For example by photographing selected trees for a cross-

country run, or sketching out the basic idea of a game?
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